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1: Sports Protective Equipment Market Size, Share And Forecast To
Athletic Protection Equipment with Powerweb: Health & Human Performance [Scott A Street, Debra R. Runkle] on
www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This reference book provides an overview of available
athletic equipment and its usage.

Research Methodology 12 FIG. Many sports have rules that govern compulsory equipment, while other
athletes choose to wear certain protective equipment for their safety. Protective equipment can refer to
equipment that players wear, or other forms of protective equipment. With the increase in number of people
engaging in sporting activities, the number of injuries has surged. Through usage of protective equipment
when engaging in sporting activities can help reduce injuries and make the sports much safer. Growing
initiative of sport association to develop and mandate these basic protective gears are acting as driving factors
for the growth of sports protective equipment market. Protective eyewear is anticipated to grow at highest
growth rate during the forecast period due to rising product launches and awareness among the athletes
regarding the protective eyewear. Based on the type of area of protection the sports protective equipment
market is segmented as follows: Head and Face Upper Extremity Lower Extremity Protective equipment is
designed specifically for the sports activities involved that helps to promote athlete safety and well-being. As
the participation in all forms of outdoor sports and athletic activities is increasing, particularly in the
developing countries, it is anticipated that the demand for sports affordable protective will continue to rise
during the forecast period. Sports protective equipment market is segmented on the basis of area protection
into: Due to mandatory use of head gear in several sports, serious injuries have become rare, and the injuries
that have occurred despite the use of head gear, the injury is not severe. Lower and upper extremity equipment
is anticipated to witness higher growth rates globally due to advancement of technology and safety measures
to avoid any injury to player. Based on the type of distribution channel the sports protective equipment market
is segmented as follows: Use of protective equipment helps to promote athlete safety and well-being. With the
rise in the sports participation, the distribution channel of such sports gears have been increasing rapidly
making it more accessible which is driving the market for sports protective equipment market globally. The
sport protective equipment market is segmented based on distribution channels such as: Among all the
distribution channels, specialty retail channel dominates the market. Specialty retail channel is the traditional
channel for buying the sport product, thus generating maximum revenue. A specialty store carries specific
category of sport equipment meeting particular demand of the athlete and working on its precision and design.
Moreover, the key benefit of purchase form specialty store is to focus on single class of product. More and
more personalized experience is preferred by the customer to improve the comfort and performance, which
attracts the customer to specialized stores. With advent in technology, emergence of tech savvy consumer
base, usage of smart phones and user friendly apps available in the market, online store is witnessing higher
growth and anticipated to continue during the forecast period. Benefits of e-commerce include the wide
availability of goods and services for the consumer, the speed of access, its around-the-clock availability, easy
accessibility, and international reach. For the purpose of this study, the global Sports Protective Equipment
market is categorized into: In the base , North America formed the largest market for sports protective
equipment market. The factors driving the North America sports protective equipment market are continuous
rise in the youth participation in the sport activities. Moreover, initiatives taken by sports communities and
association further motivate the sports personnel have to actively participate in the sports activities. Hence ,
North America being an organized market for sports protective equipment due to better government initiatives,
high disposable income to invest in the purchase of sports protective gears is the major factor for the growth
and dominance of North America in the global sports protective equipment market. Asia-Pacific is the fastest
growing market for sports protective equipment in the world. Rising penetration of professional level sports in
the region is the major factor driving the market. Due to economic growth, the disposable income of the
masses has increased in the region leading to acceptance of innovative and unique design sports gears.
Moreover, in the countries like Australia and India, sports such as cricket, football, hockey is increasing and
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considered as an important nation in the respective sports. Thus, this plays an important influencing role in
increasing the awareness among the population.
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2: Sports Protective Equipment Market to touch US$ Bn by - TMR
This reference book provides an overview of available athletic equipment and its usage. The text is moreÂ» a resource
for athletic trainers, coaches, and physical education teachers.

In USA more than 3. And high school athletes account for about 2 million injuries each year. They calculated
the injuries per A-E athlete-exposure per game or practice , and they reported about Injuries in contact sports
and adventurous sports can be fatal. One of the most important aspects in sports medicine and in prevention of
athletic injuries is protective gears. Knowledge on different types of athletic equipments available may help
physical therapist in proper selection and fitting of the equipments, as this can play a key role in preventing
injuries [3]. The committee started initiatly with primary focus on football helmets and its effectiveness in
reducing injuries. All helmets has to be reconditioned and recertified every year [4]. It also requires
manufacturers to post a warning on the football helmet. Non-resilient materials can be used when one time or
occasional impact is expected. Different types of protective materials include: Foam â€” Two main type:
Open-cell foams are low density materials, have the capacity to absorb fluids and are commonly used to pad
bony prominences or hard edges of protective equipment. Open-cell do not have good shock absorbing
qualities. Closed-cell has superior shock absorbing abilities, resilience to absorption of fluid and is more
preferred. Air management pads are relatively new type used when maximal shock absorption is required in
lightweight gear. Gel like Orthogel is useful in absorbing shock. Gel is useful for protecting bony areas such
as the foot, hand and AC joint. It can be cut as a horseshoe pad to treat ankle sprain, which can be used with
cryotherapy. Lack of longevity is draw-back associated with gel. Felt is extremely useful for creating various
types of supports and protective pads. It is used for arch supports and as horseshoe to reduce edema to treat
ankle sprain. Thermoplastics can be used for splints and custom pad. It can be divided into plastic and rubber.
Plastic is more appropriate for small splints, such as on the hand. Working temperature for this materials range
from to degrees F. Casting material like silicone elastomer is popular in fabricating soft splints for hands or
wrist injuries. Head Protection List of sports requiring head protection include: Football Helmet Athlete
should be aware of inspection of helmet before usage as: Check foam padding for proper placement and any
deterioration. Check for any alteration. Check for inflation in air-padded helmets. Revolution helmet by
Riddell has shown to reduce the risk of concussion by as much as 31 percent. Helmet fitting â€” Athlete
should wet the hair to simulate sweat or wear the hair the way it will be worn during the season during helmet
fitting. A Should fit snugly. B Should cover the base of the skull. C Should not come down over the eyes. D
Ear holes should line up external ear canals. E Face mask should not move with external force. Four-snap chin
strap keeps the helmet from tilting forward and backward. F Shoulder not shift when manual pressure is
applied. Helmet should also protect the head from low-mass, high-velocity impact forces like hit with stick or
puck in addition to high-mass, low velocity like fall. Must be certified by Canadian standards association
CSA. Use of full-face shield reduces the number and severity of facial injuries. Baseball Helmets â€” should
absorb high-velocity impacts. Ability to prevent head injury is questionable. Face Protection Face guards Main
purpose is to protect against projectile, carried objects and collisions with other players. Junior A hockey
players wearing no face visor were 4. NCAA require goal keepers to wear throat protection as well as face
protection. Chin Straps Single strap allows some rotation of the helmet but is usually adequate in maintaining
the appropriate position of the helmet on the top of the head. Used in sports like cycling and kayaking.
Four-point chin strap used in sports like football and lacrosse, which are secured by either the high hookup or
the low hookup. Decrease the angle of low hookup means that there is less chance of the chin strap rotating off
the chin. Types of eye protectors: Total head protector used in football, lacrosse, hockey , full-face protector
used in fencing, catching or umpiring , separate eye protector used in ski racing, auto racing, cycling, and
horseback riding , Partial eye protection used in boxing. Sports eye protectors used in baseball, soccer, cross
country skiing. Class I â€” a molded single unit lens and frame, Class II â€” lens mounted in a separate frame,
Class III â€” protector that contains no lens that is used alone or over eyeglasses. Eye protectors with
shatterproof polycarbonate or CR 36 prescription lenses give good protection during sports activities. Athlete
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should not participate in extremely high risk sports like boxing. Ear protection is required in sports like
boxing, wrestling, and water polo, because of high incidence of ear injury in these sports. There is no
consistent evidence suggesting that mouth guards help in preventing concussion, but there is substantial
evidence which states that properly fitted mouth guards help in reducing dental injuries. Studies suggests that
mouth guards do not prevent or reduce the incidence of concussions. Mouth guards should fit comfortably, not
impede speech or breathing, and should extend back as far as last molar. Most neck protectors serve as more
of a reminder to use proper technique while tackling. Football shoulder pads Football shoulder pads are split in
to two types â€” Cantilevered and non-cantilevered flat. Players performing primarily tackling and blocking
are given cantilevered pads. They get the name because of the hard plastic bridge they make over the superior
aspect of the shoulder to protect the chest and the back. They come in three types â€” inside, outside and
double cantilevered. Players such as quarterbacks and receivers are given non-cantilevered pads because they
provide more freedom of movement. They are lightweight and less restricting. They are becoming popular for
offensive lineman who principally use their hands to block. Football pads provide the ultimate protection for
the shoulder, clavicle, sternum and scapula. Attachment can be added to provide protection to the cervical
spine, upper extremity, abdomen, ribs, flank and back. Anterior and posterior padding extends lower to protect
the sternum and ribs of lineman, linebackers and fullbacks. Defensive ends require the greater protection of
larger cups and flaps for tackling. Offensive backs and receivers require smaller shoulder cups and flaps to
allow them greater mobility when passing and catching. Rules of fitting â€” Width of shoulders must be
measured. C Inside of pad should cover tip of shoulder in line with lateral aspect of shoulder. D Epaulets and
cups must cover deltoid and allow motion. With split clavicle pads, channel for top of shoulder must be in
proper position. Chest protection is also very commonly used. Baseball catchers, Lacrosse and Ice hockey
goalies at every level of play are required to wear a chest protector. Most of these chest guards do nothing
more than prevent mild contusions. In animal models it has shown that chest protectors are ineffective in
preventing ventricular fibrillation triggered by blows to the chest. Sports that use a high-velocity projectile
such as a baseball, lacrosse ball or hockey puck require protection of the genitalia for the male participants
known as Jocks. Lower Extremities Protection Thigh and hip protection It is necessary in contact sports such
as hockey and football. Deep quadriceps contusions are common in all contact sports. Thigh pads should be
centered over the quadriceps muscle group approximately 6 to 7 inches above the kneecap. Knee protection
Knee protection like knee pads may be used for football and volleyball. Kneepads help to dissipate blunt force
trauma but do nothing against twisting or medial and lateral forces. Knee braces are categorized into:
Prophylactic knee braces are commonly seen as hinged braces on the lateral aspect of knees of football
lineman. There is lack of conclusive evidence that knee braces reduce the incidence or severity of the injury.
Recent research states that prophylactic knee bracing should neither be discouraged nor recommended for use
by college football players. Functional knee braces are designed to restore functional stability to the knee after
an athlete has suffered a ligamentous disruption. The Lenox hill-type derotation brace has been widely used to
provide stability in the ACL-deficient or reconstructed knee. It has been shown that bracing the ACL-deficient
knee does reduce anterior translation during non-weight-bearing and weight-bearing activity. Rehabilitative
knee brace is mainly used post-surgical to provide rigid immobilization at selected angle, to permit controlled
range of the motion through predetermined arch or to provide protection from accidental loading in
non-weight bearing patients. Shin guards â€” Soccer, Ice hockey and field hockey players as well as baseball
catchers are required to wear shin guards in intercollegiate play.
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3: Football Equipment for sale | eBay
Athletic Protective Equipment. ICS Laboratories utilizes a wide range of state-of-the-art equipment to test athletic
equipment for performance standards and specifications from around the world.

Football helmets and shoulder pads have come a long way technologically from early designs as has every
other piece of equipment you bring to the field and the training equipment you use during practice. As football
is one of the biggest sports in the world, any player is going to have plenty of competition at every level from
Pop Warner to the NFL and skill and dedication is not the only differentiating factor between the successes of
competing players. Staying healthy, wearing high quality, properly fitted equipment, and having respect for
your coaches, teammates, and opponents all lead to long-term success in football. Find your gear at Sports
Unlimited because those who want to be the best football players shop at the best football store. By Customer
Service on February 25, Answer: We do not have any physical store locations. By Customer Service on
August 27, Answer: By Tom from Tenn on July 12, Can your padded girdles be worn without added pads that
are placed in the pants. By Customer Service on July 14, Answer: Integrated girdles have the football pads
sewn into them and do not need additional pads in the slots in the pants. Padded girdles with a thin layer of
foam should be worn in addition to your normal pads. By Customer Service on March 1, Answer: They are on
order from Under Armour now, and we expect them in within the next few weeks. We have a slew of new
Nike football cleats on order with Nike now, and expect them in around June. By john doe from montreal,qc
on March 2, will you be getting any x-large sizes for the riddell speed flex? By Customer Service on March 3,
Answer: Yes, we will be getting more colors and sizes of the Speed Flex in the next few months. By Customer
Service on December 23, Answer: By matias from chile on December 14, Do you ship to south-american
countries? By Customer Service on December 15, Answer: Yes, we do ship many in-stock items to South
America. By Customer Service on April 16, Answer: We do sell licensed NFL goods. You can find them in
the Fan Gear section of the site. By Customer Service on May 26, Answer: We do not have any retail
locations, we are only located online. We do not have any physical retail locations, we are only online. By
Customer Service on October 29, Answer:
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4: Protective gear in sports - Wikipedia
XO Athletic protective merchandise consists of top of the line sports equipment for men and women, from youth to adult
ages. XO has product lines in athletic protection for men, mouth guards, heart shields for young athletes, and
compression supporter garments.

Request Report Methodology Sports Protective Equipment Market - Snapshot Sports protective equipment
includes equipment or tools used for safety and security of players while playing sports. Sports protective
equipment protects players from any kind of injury while playing sports. This equipment is made for different
parts of the body. Rise in demand for sports protective equipment is due to increase in demand for sporting
goods, rise in penetration of sports in emerging markets, increasing popularity of sports leagues, and economic
development. The sports protective equipment market can be segmented based on product, application, and
geography. Based on product, the sports protective equipment market can be segmented into hand protection,
head protection, lower body protection, and others. The others segment includes protective footwear, leg
protection, mouth guards, and eye protection. Numerous research initiatives are undertaken by various
companies worldwide to develop sports protective equipment into more versatile products. More advanced
products and awareness among target customers are expected to drive future opportunities in the sports
protective equipment market, both in developed and developing nations. Researchers and manufacturers are
also trying to design sports protective equipment with essential assistance features such as comfort and light
weight with extra protective gear. Therefore, new products are gradually replacing old products, creating a
significant opportunity for manufacturers during the forecast period. By product type the market is subdivided
into head protection, upper body protection, lower body protection and footwear. In terms of application, the
sports protective equipment market can be categorized into water sports and racing, ball games, and
mountaineering and rock climbing. Rise in interest and participation in sports activities is resulting the
expansion of the market. In addition, rise in consumer awareness related to fitness and health is boosting the
demand for sport protective equipment. The global sports protective equipment market is estimated to expand
at a significant growth rate between and due to strict regulation by sports organizations regarding the use of
protective equipment. Several countries across the globe are witnessing a significant demand for new and
innovative products as the number of tournaments and sports events held in different countries is increasing.
Sports has earned more significance both as an active and inactive source of entertainment. Therefore,
consumer expenditure on sports protective equipment and sportswear has increased. Leading sports protective
equipment manufacturers are identifying the potential and developing new and innovative products for better
safety of players on the field. Through strategic associations and partnerships, sport protective equipment
manufacturers are expected to more effectively develop sport services and products, commercialize and access
new technologies, distribute and create media advertising, improve marketing and sales activities, expand
internationally, and organize customer service. Awareness about health and fitness is increasing. The number
of sports tournaments and leagues is also on the rise. This is driving demand for sports protective equipment.
North America held a significant share of the sports protective equipment market as due to rise in awareness
about fitness and health and increasein participation of people in sports. Major sports protective equipment
market players profiled in the report include Nike Inc. Sports Protective Equipment Market â€” Overview The
sports protective equipment market report provides analysis for the period â€”, wherein the period from to is
the forecast period and is the base year. The report covers all the major trends and technologies playing a key
role in sports protective equipment market growth over the forecast period. The market overview section of
the report demonstrates the market dynamics and trends, such as the drivers, restraints, and opportunities that
influence the current nature and future status of this market. An attractiveness analysis has also been provided
for every geographic region in the report, in order to provide a thorough analysis of the overall competitive
scenario of the sports protective equipment market, globally. Moreover, the report provides an overview of the
various strategies of key players present in the market. The product definition and introduction chapters help
in understanding different types of sports protective equipment along with its product type and application,
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which are included in the report. The report segments the global sports protective equipment market based on
product, application, and geography. Based on product, the sports protective equipment can be segmented into
head protection, upper body protection, lower body protection, and footwear. In terms of application, the
sports protective equipment market can be classified into water sports and racing, ball games, mountaineering
and rock climbing, and others. Thus, the report provides in-depth cross-segment analysis of the sports
protective equipment market and classifies it into various levels, thereby providing valuable insights at the
macro as well as micro levels. The report also highlights the competitive landscape of the sports protective
equipment market, positioning all the major players according to their geographic presence and recent key
developments. The comprehensive sports protective equipment market estimates are a result of our in-depth
secondary research, primary interviews, and in-house expert panel reviews. The sports protective equipment
market in North America is divided into the U. Similarly, the market in Europe is divided into Germany, the
U. This report provides all the essential information required to understand the sports protective equipment
and its components. In addition, the report provides insights related to the policies and regulations according
to the various geographical regions mentioned above. These policies and regulations directly or indirectly
influence the sports protective equipment market. This report also provides the value chain analysis for the
sports protective equipment that explains the participants of the value chain. The Sports Protective Equipment
market is segmented as below.
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5: Athletic Protective Equipment : ICS Inc
Athletic Injury Assessment with Power Web: Health & Human Performance: By Booher, James M and Thibodeau, Gary
A. This essential book provides a reliable, ready reference so the athletic trainer can intelligently and accurately
recognize the nature and severity of athletic injuries to all areas of the body.

Sports Injury Prevention As a result of injuries to athletes during sporting activities, safety standards are set by
government, national health and public health organisations to identify risks and protective equipment
required in specific sports, particularly action or high contact sports, to reduce risk of injury. Athletes that
compete professionally or as part of employment are protected under occupational safety and health standards.
When engaging in a sport, it is best to seek professional sports advice about the type of protective equipment
required. Protective equipment may include helmets, protective eyewear, mouth guards, face protection, jock
straps, life jackets, safety mats, pads and guards, protective footwear and padded flame resistant pressure suits
for motorcyclists and motor cross participants. Helmets To prevent or minimise head or brain injuries to sports
people, such as boxers, cricketers, football players, cyclists, skiers, baseball and motor sports, helmets are
mandatory or recommended. These helmets are specially designed and tested according to the impacts of
different types of sports, so a baseball helmet cannot be worn by a cyclist or boxer. Protective Eyewear
Protective sports eyewear may include specially designed sunglasses for skiers or snowboarders, such as
3-mm polycarbonate lenses with ultraviolet filter to protect the eyes from impacts and radiation. Sports
goggles are also recommended for use by tennis players and other racquet sports, like hockey and lacrosse.
Cricket wicket keepers often wear helmets to protect their eyes from injury as a result of being hit by the
cricket ball. Even serious fly fishermen should protect their eyes against fish-hooks that can penetrate their
eyes. Face Protection and Mouth Guards Fractured facial bones are common amongst cricketers, boxers and
hockey players where the player is either hit by an accelerating ball, by a racquet, or stress fractures from
repetitive blunt force in boxing. Batting helmets and face guards are used to protect against such injury. The
mouth, lips, teeth, gums, jaws, tongue and cheek are vulnerable to blows that can cause tears, fractures, and
even concussion depending on the impact. Mouth protection is a requirement for sports, like boxing, hockey,
rugby, and squash, where collision and trauma may be high. These guards should fit the mouth appropriately,
be durable and adequately cleaned between wear for activities. Pads, Guards and Straps In any contact sport,
like hockey or rugby, pads and guards should be worn to reduce injury to the neck, shoulders, chest, elbows,
arms, wrists, hip, thighs, knees, shins and ankles. Guards range from hard plastic to soft padding, depending
on the type of sport and expected injuries. Shin guards are worn by cricketers to protect the shins from rapid
contact by the hard cricket ball. Knee pads protect damage to cartilage and the knee joint, while shoulder pads
can help to support the shoulder joint to reduce risk of sprains and fractures. Thigh pads are worn in cricket to
prevent ruptures or severe bruising to the thigh muscles. Elbow pads are often worn in racquet sports too, such
as tennis, but particularly in hockey and inline skating. Protective Clothing and Footwear Padded or reinforced
clothes are uniquely designed for certain sports, as are the sports shoes. In field sports, such as soccer or
football, sports cleats with plastic spikes are worn for traction and to reduce the risk of injuries from falls.
Running shoes are worn by athletes and are designed for optimised pronation and minimise overuse of the feet
and ankle joint. Cyclists wear cycling shoes that protect the feet from pain and allow for safe, fast pedaling.
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6: Buy XO Youth Sports Protection | XO Athletic Protection Equipment
Sports safety equipment and gear may sometimes look a little bit odd or unfashionable, but using the right protective
safety gear for your sport is essential for preventing serious injuries or reducing the severity of an injury you may
receive.

Using the wrong â€” or not properly fitted â€” equipment is a major cause of injuries. Helmets Are Key The
equipment you wear while participating in sports and other activities is key to preventing injuries. When
choosing a bike helmet , look for a sticker that says the helmet meets the safety standard set by the Consumer
Product Safety Commission CPSC , a federal regulatory agency that creates safety standards for bike helmets
and other safety equipment. If you use a multi-sport helmet for inline skating and skateboarding , it is not
considered safe for bicycle riding unless it has the CPSC sticker. Eye Protection Eye protection also is a must
for many sports: The most protective eye gear is made from a plastic called polycarbonate and has been tested
especially for sports use. Facemasks or polycarbonate guards or shields that attach to a helmet are worn in
sports such as football, ice hockey , and softball and baseball when batting. Goggles are often worn for soccer
, basketball , racquet sports, snowboarding, street hockey, and baseball and softball when fielding. All eye
protection should fit securely and have cushions above your eyebrows and over your nose. More Essential
Equipment Mouthguards can protect your mouth, teeth, and tongue: You should wear a mouthguard if you
play a contact sport or other sport where head injury is a risk, such as football, basketball, hockey, volleyball ,
martial arts, boxing, or wrestling. Mouthguards can be fitted for your mouth by a dentist or purchased at sports
stores. If you wear a retainer, always take it out before you start to exercise, practice, or play. Wrist, knee, and
elbow guards are important gear, too: If you inline skate, skateboard, or ride a scooter, you should wear
guards. Elbow and wrist guards can prevent arm and wrist fractures, and knee guards can shield your knees
from cuts and breaks. If you play certain sports, especially contact sports, pads are essential: All kinds of
sports, from hockey to inline skating , use pads. There are shin, knee, elbow, wrist, chest, shoulder, hip, and
thigh pads. Check with your coach or doctor to find out what kinds of pads you might need for your sport.
Some guys may also need to wear a protective cup to protect the testicles: Guys who play hockey, football,
basketball, baseball, soccer, and other contact sports should use a cup. For noncontact sports that involve
running, guys should wear an athletic supporter. And last but not least, the right footwear can keep you from
tripping and falling: You know that sports like football, baseball , softball , and soccer require cleats. But you
may not realize that sports like skateboarding and biking need special types of shoes, too. Ask your coach or
doctor what shoes are best for your sport. Replace shoes and cleats that have worn out or are no longer
supportive. Not only is the right kind of equipment important, so is the right fit. Many sporting goods stores
can also help you find the right fit. Wearing the right equipment with the right fit greatly lowers your risk of
getting hurt. Start out with some light cardiovascular activities, such as easy jogging, jumping jacks, or brisk
walking, just to get your muscles going. Follow your brief warm-up with some stretches. Stretching works
best after a warm-up because your tissues are more elastic [flexible] due to the increase in heat and blood flow
to the muscles. In addition to warm-ups and stretches, practice sessions are also excellent preparation for most
sports or activities. If you belong to a team, attend as many team practices and games as possible. This will put
you in top physical condition and help you and your teammates work together â€” and knowing how your
teammates play will help prevent injuries. For instance, try doing tennis drills or practicing your serve before
starting a set. Shoot some baskets or play a quick game of one-on-one with a friend. Practice gets your brain
and body to work together while improving your performance. Sudden increases in training frequency,
duration, or intensity might produce better performance at first but can lead to overuse injuries later. Your
doctor, coach, or trainer will give you specific advice on when you should return to your sport or activity. But
jumping back into the game too soon puts a player at greater risk for another concussion â€” as well as other
even more dangerous brain injuries. Many athletes use pain relievers to avoid pain. Taking large amounts of
pain relievers â€” or, worse yet, taking pain relievers for a long time in order to play â€” can be dangerous. Be
sure to get medical care whenever you have: You can also spread the cold or flu to the rest of your teammates.
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The Rules of the Game Rules and regulations usually exist for a good reason â€” to keep you and your
teammates in the game and to avoid injuries. Do yourself a favor and learn the rules thoroughly â€” and then
follow them. This rule is important because a player could be seriously injured if he or she is not expecting a
tackle after play has stopped. Sometimes rules may not be directly related to a sport or activity but need to be
followed anyway. Proper techniques also promote safety. This goes for any sport, from motor racing to
baseball. Another example of a safe technique happens in weightlifting. Weightlifters should take a breath
between each repetition. Exhale on the pushing phase of a lift.
7: Football Equipment & Gear
Pee-Wee & Youth Whether playing a competitve or leisure sport activity, our little ones require optimal sports protection
equipment more than ever. XO Athletic sport equipment for ages offers a selection of cups, briefs to mouth guards &
chest protection perfect for any sports activity your little ones participate in.

8: Sports and Exercise Safety
The equipment you wear while participating in sports and other activities is key to preventing injuries. Start with helmets:
They're important for sports such as football, hockey, baseball, softball, biking, skateboarding, inline skating, skiing, and
snowboarding â€” to name just a few.

9: Protective Sports Equipments - Physiopedia
Prepping the High School Gym for Game Night It wasn't all that long ago that a high school.
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